Probabilistic modelling is a general and elegant framework to capture the uncertainty, ambiguity and diversity of data. Probabilistic inference is the core technique for developing training and simulation algorithms on probabilistic models. However, the classic inference methods, like Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods and mean-field variational inference (VI), are not computationally scalable for the recent developed probabilistic models with neural networks (NNs). This motivates many recent works on improving classic inference methods using NNs, especially, NN empowered VI. However, even with powerful NNs, VI still suffers its fundamental limitations. In this work, we propose a novel computational scalable general inference framework. With the theoretical foundation in ergodic theory, the proposed methods are not only computationally scalable like NN-based VI methods but also asymptotically accurate like MCMC. We test our method on popular benchmark problems and the results suggest that our methods can outperform NN-based VI and MCMC on deep generative models and Bayesian neural networks.
Introduction
Approximate statistical inference is fundamentally important in statistics and probabilistic modelling in machine learning research. In Bayesian statistics, posterior distributions are in general intractable to compute, because the partition function requires computing the integral over all possible model parameters. For this reason, approximate inference for distributions with unnormalised probability function has always been an active research topic in Bayesian inference. In frequentist inference, approximate inference is also essential, particularly the maximum likelihood estimation on models involved latent variables. Expectation-Maximisation (EM) is one of the classic training algorithms for latent-variable models (LVMs), in which approximate inference is critical in the expectation step for marginalising out latent variables in the gradient of model parameters. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods and variational inference (VI), which are important inference methodologies originally developed in statistics and physics, are two most important approximate inference methods in machine learning. In spite of the success of MCMC and VI on many classic probabilistic models, like latent topic models [3] , Boltzmann machines [12, 28] , Bayesian non-parametric models [17, 21] , they are facing great challenges in the recent research on deep generative models.
Deep Generative Models (DGM) are a new type of LVMs. The innovation of DGMs is to use deep neural networks (NNs) to transform the simple latent random variables into complex distribution, which has been proved to be a technique that can greatly boost the presentation power of LVMs. The recent advances in DGMs show impressive progress on many challenging unsupervised learning tasks. This makes DGMs one of the most active research topics in both deep learning and probabilistic modelling. However, the powerful DGMs also bring great challenges to classic inference methods. This motivates many recent advances on enhancing classic inference methods using also NNs. In particular, variational autoencoders [14] and normalising flows [25] are two most influential works in this direction. Many recent state-of-the-art training algorithms of DGMs are based on the variants of these two methods. However, the limitations of NN-based methods have been noticed in recent work. In particular, the success of NN-enhanced inference methods is determined by the the design of inference NNs, which is mainly based on heuristic tricks and engineering expertise on the specific model. This makes it difficult to generalise these methods to DGMs with new type of NNs or other probabilistic models without NNs, like traditional LVMs and Bayesian NNs.
In this work, we propose a novel approximate inference method based on the classic inference theory of MCMC. Our method is inspired by the idea of parallel simulations of MCMC and the recent advances in NN-based approximate inference. From the computational perspective, our method is highly scalable like recent NN-based inference. In particular, it is straightforward to accelerate the computation of our method using parallelised simulations on Graphical Processing Units. More importantly, the proposed method has solid theoretical foundations in the theory of MCMC, that gives the guarantee of asymptotic strong convergence to any distributions of interest. It is a great advantage over NN-based inference, because there is a better theoretical understanding of our methods. More importantly, like classic inference methods, our methods can be applied to general inference tasks in a wide range of probabilistic models in both Bayesian and frequentist statistics.
Background

Deep Generative Models
We introduce the basic concepts and notations in inference on generative models. Generally speaking, generative models often refer to certain probabilistic models. The goal of generative models is to extract the intrinsic structures of data as stochastic latent representations that can be used to generate synthetic data by simulating samples from the probabilistic models.
Formally, let D be a dataset formed by a collection of data points {x 1 , . . . , x n }. Assume that the data points in D follow the distribution p D (x) that is unobserved. In many popular machine learning applications, like natural language processing and computer vision, data contains rich and complex structure, which means the data distributions are typically high-dimensional and multi-modal. One important modelling technique to handle complex data is known as latent variables. Intuitively, a latent variable z represents some intrinsic representation of data point and the conditional distribution p(x|z) specifies the data generation distribution given specific latent representation z. To regularise the space of latent variable, we define a prior distribution p(z). By the rule of product of probability, the joint distribution of data and latent representation is defined as p(x, z) = p(z)p(x|z). To fit a LVM to the data distribution p D (x), we marginalise out z in the model, that gives p(x) = dz p(x, z).
Although the joint probability function p(x, z) is often known and straightforward to compute, the marginal probability above is not in general [19] . Approximation of the marginal probability is one of the key research topics in LVMs.
where p(x i ) is the marginal likelihood p θ (x i ) = dz i p(z i ; θ)p(x i |z i ; θ).
Because p(x) does not have closed form, expectation-maximisation (EM) [19] is the classic training algorithm for latent generative models, which requires to compute the expectation of z under the distribution p(z|x). Unfortunately, the expectation with respect to the distribution p(z|x) is also intractable to compute, but it can be approximated by variational inference or Markov chain Monte Carlo.
Variational Auto-Encoders and Normalizing Flows
Variational inference (VI) is a popular inference method to approximate distributions with intractable partition function. The idea of VI is to approximate the distribution of interest, like p(z|x) in DGMs, by another distribution from a parametric family q φ (z|x) with closed-form probability function. To find the distribution in the family that is closest to the target distribution, VI methods optimise the lower bound of the normalising constant of target distribution. In the case of DGMs, that is
In general, the more flexible the family q φ is the tighter the variational lower bound can be. Rainforth et al. [24] argue that a tighter variational lower bound is not necessary helpful for some specific variational inference methods. However, it is worth to clarify that, if the family q φ guaranteed to approximate the target p arbitrarily well, a tighter variational lower bound is always desired. We provide both theoretical and empirical evidence in later sections. In classic mean-field variational methods, the proposal distribution q is often in a factorized form, that is often not flexible enough to produce good approximations on complex posteriors, like p(z|x) in DGMs.
Because q φ in VI can be any normalized probability function, one can use NNs to construct expressive q φ . There are two popular ways to do this. One option is to use another deep generative model q φ (z|x) to approximate p θ (z|x), where the NN architecture in q φ (z|x) is often chosen to mirror the NN in p θ (x|z). This is well known as variational auto-encoders (VAEs) proposed by Kingma and Welling [14] . The variational parameter φ in VAEs is essentially the weights of the NN in q φ (z|x). Rezende and Mohamed [25] proposed an alternative flexible family of variational distribution called normalizing flows (NFs). Unlike VAEs, NFs are constructed by composition of invertible non-linear deterministic transformations f 1 , . . . , f L of a random variable z 0 , that is
where q 0 is often a simple distribution, e.g. uniform or normal. In NFs, the variational parameter φ is the collection of parameters in f 1 , . . . , f L . Because the mapping from z 0 to z L is a deterministic smooth transformation, following the rule of changing variables in integral, the density of z L is defined as
If the transformations f 1 , . . . f l are volume preserving transformations, where the Jacobian terms are equal to 1, then (3) can be simplified as q φ (z L |x) = q 0 (z 0 |x).
Substituting (4) into (1), we have the variational lower bound for normalizing flows:
We can rewrite the variational lower bound as
It is straightforward to train normalizing flows by minimizing the variational lower bound using stochastic gradient descent (SGD).
Although both VAEs and NFs are more powerful than mean-field variational methods, they still suffer from the fundamental limitation of VI: there is no guarantee of the existence of optimal q φ * that is sufficiently close to the target distribution p. Because of this limitation, the choice of the architecture of NNs in q φ is significant to the success of VI. However, there is lack of theoretical understanding of the convergence of NN to distribution. For this reason, NN-based inference methods often rely on engineering skills and knowledge on specific architecture of NNs.
The limitation of NN in inference is more fundamental than the engineering complexity. Hoffman [13] pointed out that NN-based VI may not be sufficiently flexible because the variational distribution q φ is restricted to the parametric family with closed-form density functions. Although NNs in theory can approximate any function arbitrarily well in supervised learning problems, however, this is not the case for posterior inference. From the perspective of function approximate, the goal of statistic inference is to approximate the function f : x → p(x). However, the partition functions of posteriors are functions in general intractable to compute, so the target function f is essentially unobserved. Therefore, this raises a question on how useful NNs are for general inference.
Markov chain Monte Carlo
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is an alternative way to approximate a posteriors. MCMC generates correlated but asymptotically unbiased samples from the distributions of interest by simulating a stationary Markov chains. In particular, MCMC only requires the unnormalized probability density function of the distribution π(x) we want to simulate to construct a stationary Markov chain. Formally, a Markov chain is a sequence of random variables x 0 , x 1 , . . . or shortly {x i }. The transitional probability from state x to x , denoted by K(x, y) is a conditional probability distribution of x given x. Given the distribution of initial state p(x 0 ), the joint probability of all states of a Markov chain is defined as
The Markov chains in MCMC are special Markov chains that have a stationary distribution π. Intuitively, that means, given n samples x from π, if we apply the MCMC transition kernel K(x, x ) to these samples, the output samples of the kernel also follow distribution π. Formally, that is π(x)K(x, x ) dx = π(x ).
If the Markov chain is not mixed well, which means the distribution of x i ∼ π i is different from the stationary distribution π, the distribution of x i+1 π i+1 (x ) = π i (x)K(x, x )dx, is guaranteed to be closer to π than π i . So, irrespective to the initial distribution p(x 0 ), the samples of the MCMC chain is essentially exact samples from π with sufficient long simulation of the chain. Because of the guarantee of convergence, MCMC methods are very popular in statistics and physics.
However, there is much less interest in MCMC than VI in research on DGMs, because of the following pitfalls of MCMC. First, it is very difficult to have theoretical analysis on the convergence rate of MCMC methods in general case. Even the diagnosis of the convergence of MCMC chains is very challenging in practice. MCMC methods are very sensitive to the choice of the parameters in the kernel. Unfortunately, the theoretical results of the convergence of MCMC chains are not useful to construct tractable loss functions to optimise the kernel parameters to accelerate the convergence of MCMC. In practice, the parameters are tuned manually based on trial simulation or heuristic adaptive strategy. Second, even after the chain mixes well, the samples from MCMC still can be strongly correlated. As a consequence, it requires more samples from MCMC chains to reduce the variance of estimation than i.i.d. samples, especially in high dimensional space [27] . Third, the computational time of simulation increases linearly with the number of samples. This greatly limits the use of MCMC in the problems with complex model with big amount of data. Trivially running parallel simulations of MCMC chain often does not improve the computational efficiency, because each single simulation may still take long to mix well.
Measure Preserving Flows
We are interested in an approximate inference framework that avoids the problems of MCMC and VI mentioned in previous section. The idea of our method is very simple: we use q(·) by the composition of K n (x, ·) from MCMC chain as the approximation distribution in VI and optimise a variational lower bound w.r..t. the parameters of the Markov kernels {K n (x, ·)}. By formulating MCMC chains variationally, we can avoid manually tuning the kernel parameters. Moreover, since q(·) converges asymptotically to the target, we know that our variational lower bound can become arbitrarily tight. Salimans et al. [29] have attempted to propose a method following this idea. However, it is very challenging because the density function K n (x, ·) is intractable to compute, that makes it impossible to optimise variational lower bound directly. Instead, they proposed a NN-based approximation to K n (x, ·) in the variational lower bound, which limits the potential of their method. Here, we propose a novel solution based on transformations from ergodic theory, which allows us to avoid NN-based approximation and optimise the kernel parameters w.r.t. tractable loss function on the convergence rate of q to the target.
Probability Measure Basics
We provide the relevant basics of probability theory in this section. A probability space (Ω, F , P ) includes an arbitrary set Ω, a collection of its subsets of Ω denoted by F and probability measure P that maps an element of F to a real number in [0, 1]. A random variable is a deterministic function of ω ∈ Ω denoted by X = X(ω). A random vector is a function mapping from Ω to R n denoted by X.
Lebesgue measure is an important probability measure defined in Euclidean space R n . It is specified by the requirement that bounded rectangles have measure λ n [x :
The probability density function of a probability measure of µ = P X −1 following Radon-Nikodym derivative with respect to Lebesgue measure λ n as
where X −1 denotes the preimage of X in Ω. Lebesgue measure is preserved by any linear transformation that also preserves the volume of a set in Euclidean space [1] . In particular, we present the following theorem from [1] : Theorem 1. If T : R n → R n is linear and non-singular, then A ∈ R n implies that T A ∈ R n and λ n (T A) = | det T |λ n (A).
Shear transformations are one of most known Lebesgue measure preserving transformations. In particular, shear transformations in R 2 are defined as T (x 1 , x 2 ) → (x 1 + f (x 2 ), x 2 ), where f (·) can be arbitrary function. It is straightforward to verify that shear transformations have the determinant of Jacobian equal to 1. By the rule of changing variables, the Jacobian of composition of transformations is simply the product of the Jacobian of individual transformations. So, the composition of shear transformations also preserve Lebesgue measure.
Measure preserving transformations are transformation which preserves a given measure. For example, any transformations with the determinant of Jacobian equal to 1 preserves Lebesgue measure. In the book of Billingsley [1] , the definition of measure preserving transformations is as following. Definition 3.1. Measure Preserving Transformations. Let (Ω, F , P ) be a probability space and µ be a consistent measure with P . A mapping T : Ω → Ω is a measure preserving transformation if T is measurable in both the input filed F and the output field F and µ(A) = µ(T −1 (A)) for all A ∈ F , the measurable subsets under P . If T is a one-to-one mapping onto Ω, then T preserves µ:
Consider a n-dimensional random vector X = (X 1 , . . . , X n ) with probability measure µ. The µ j are the marginal distribution of µ, if µ has a density function f in R n , then µ j has the marginal density function
This can be generalised to the marginal distribution over any subsets of variables in X. The definition of marginal density function implies that the preservation of joint probability distribution is sufficient condition for the preservation of marginal distribution.
Definition
Given the target distribution π(x) with unnormalised density function π * (x), we define an approximate distribution q(x) by a mixture of sequential deterministic transformations that preserve the measure π * . We call such approximate distributions measure preserving flows (MPFs). Formally, let X be a random variable with distribution π(X) in Euclidean n-space R n . Following the definition of measure preserving transformation (Definition 3.1), it is straightforward to show that the following three conditions are sufficient conditions for measure preserving transformations:
(i) Bijection: T is invertible, (ii) Preservation of density function: π * (x) = π * (T (x)) for all x ∈ R n , (iii) Preservation of the reference measure: in the case of Lebesgue measure, that means the determinant of Jacobian | det T | = 1.
In probability theory, the composition of measure preserving transformations constructs an ergodic stochastic process, which, under reasonable conditions, converges to an invariant measure as the number of transformations grows. This convergence applies irrespective of the initial state's distribution. Markov chains are an example of ergodic processes. In the book of Robert and Casella [27] , MCMC methods are formally defined as Definition 3.2. A Markov chain Monte Carlo method for the simulation of a distribution P is any method producing an ergodic Markov chain whose stationary distribution is P .
In this work, we are interested in the MPFs that are equivalent to MCMC. Formally, a MCMC chain with L steps have the stochastic states x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x L , where x 0 is sampled from a initial distribution q 0 and the distribution of x l given the previous state x l−1 denoted by K(x l−1 , x l ). K(x l−1 , x l ) is also known as the transition kernel. By the product rule of probability, the joint probability of all states of the MCMC chain is
Integrating out the history of the chain x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x L−1 , we have the distribution of the last state of the chain as
where K L (x 0 , x L ) denotes the composition of L transition kernels
Recall that by (6) we know that MCMC kernel preserves the stationary distribution .
Let π be the distribution we want to sample and T be a measure-preserving transformation (MPT) that preserves the probability measure with π(x, ) = π(x)µ( ), where µ can be any distribution.
We assume that T satisfy the three conditions of measure preserving transformations we mentioned earlier. The projection of T in the space of x, denoted by T l , is a stochastic transition from x l−1 to x l with l ∼ µ. Assume that the auxiliary variable = ( 1 , . . . , L ) follows distribution µ and we can reformulate MCMC kernel K(x l−1 , x l ) as x l = T l (x l−1 ). It is not hard to see that it is possible to reformulate each state of MCMC chain x l by applying measure-preserving transformations T 1 , . . . , T l to (x 0 , 1 , . . . l ) in a sequence, that is
where each T l preserves π(x, ) and given each output auxiliary variables l and the state x l , we can revert this process by the reverse of T l , that is (x l−1 , l ) = T −1 l (x l , l ). If we are only interested in x L , we denote (8) simply by the composition x L = T L • · · · • T 1 (x 0 ). Following the rule of changing variables, it is straightforward to derive the density of
where δ denotes dirac delta function. Obviously, MPFs constructed by reparameterising ergodic Markov chains as above enjoy exactly the same ergodicity as the Markov chains. This is important because the ergodicity guarantees the convergence of q(x L ) to the invariant distribution p as L grows.
Understanding Measure Preserving Conditions
It is worth to address some common confusion of measure preservation conditions in Section 3.2 before further discussion on measure preserving flows. In particular, a common misunderstanding is that the preservation of volume is equivalent to condition (iii) in Section 3.2 on the preservation of Lebesgue measure. This is not true in a general sense. Notice that, by the construction of MPFs, we are interested in sampling the random variable x, but the measure preserving transformation T defined in the previous section preserves the joint measure π(x, ). Following the conditions of measure preserving transformations in Section 3.2, it seems necessary to show that given specific , the projection of T in the space of x also satisfy the measure preserving conditions to the marginal π(x). In particular, it is necessary to include a correction term if the Jacobian of T with respect to x is not equal to 1.
However, it is not the case. In particular, the volume preservation in the space of x (the Jacobian of T is equal to 1) is NOT necessary for measure preserving flows. It is important to understand that the measure preservation conditions in the augmented space (x, ) is sufficient to the preservation of the marginal distribution in the space of x. Formally, we have the following proposition Proposition 1. Given a transformation T : X × E → X × E preserves the distribution π(x, ), if is sampled from the marginal π( ) = π(x, )d , then the marginal distribution
is also preserved by the projection of T in the space of x, that is T : X → X.
Proof. Because T preserves the probability measure π(x, ), then for any measurable set A in Borel set B x × B , we have π(A) = π(T −1 A). Given a set B ∈ B x , the set A x generated by B × E, is measurable under π with the measure π(A x ) = π(B, )d , that is essentially a probability measure in the space of x, also known as the marginal probability π(B) = π(A x ).
Because T preserves the joint measure, applying T on A x gives
where T B denotes the projection of T A x in the space of x. Follow the definition of measure preserving transformations, we have
where T −1 denotes the preimage of B under T . Because π(A x ) is essentially the marginal probability π(B), B ∈ B x , we know the marginal distribution π(x) is preserved by T because
This implies that the marginal distribution π(x) is preserved by the stochastic mapping
where π( ) = π(x, )dx. If T is invertible for any , we have
where T B denotes the projection of T A x in the space of x. Therefore, we know that if we sample from π(x, ) and apply T on x, then the marginal distribution π(x) is preserved.
Proposition 1 gives us some important insight to understand the difference between MPFs and normalising flows (NFs). Similar to MPFs, NFs also use a sequence of deterministic transformations T : X → X to approximate the distribution of interest, but the parameter in NFs is not stochastic variable and optimised by maximising the variational lower bound. Because the value of is fixed, following the rule of changing variables, it is necessary to consider the Jacobian of T . In contrast, the projection transformation T in MPFs is fundamentally different from the transformations in NFs. Given a fixed value of , the transformation T : X → X in MPFs is deterministic like the transformations in NFs. However, in MPFs, T is a projection of the transformation T which preserves a joint probability measure π(x, ), which means is a random variable rather than a fixed parameter. More importantly, by Proposition 1 we know that T is not required to preserve the volume in the space of x to preserve the marginal π(x) if is sampled from π( ) = π(x, )dx. In actuality, given a fixed , the Jacobian of T can be very complex, that may not even be in closed form and the Jacobian of T is intractable to compute in general. For this reason, the family of transformations used in MPFs is much more general than the family of NN used in NFs.
Ergodicity and Convergence of Measure Preserving Flows
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we are interested in the MPFs that can be reformulated as MCMC chains, because the ergodicity provides the guarantee of convergence of MPFs. Ergodicity and measure preserving transformations are closely related in probability theory. The background of the ergodicity can be found in many textbooks, so we will not cover the basics. However, we introduce some important results in ergodicity theory that will be used in later sections.
First, recall that we only consider MPFs that are equivalent to MCMC chains, there is also no need to prove the ergodicity of such MPFs. Ergodicity is important because it can establish the convergence of random variables in total variation distance. In [32] , the convergence in total variation is defined as following. Definition 3.3. A sequence of random variables X 1 . . . , X n converges in total variation to a variable X if sup Furthermore, we know that the convergence of ergodic Markov chains is monotonic as the following proposition from [27] (Proposition 6.52). Proposition 2. If π is an invariant distribution for the ergodic Markov chain, then
is decreasing in n.
Because MPFs we consider in this work are equivalent to MCMC chains, MPFs enjoy the convergence to the invariant distribution in total variation distance. Following Theorem 2 and Proposition 2, we have the following theorem on the convergence of measure preserving flows. Theorem 3. If π(x)µ( ) is an invariant distribution of a measure preserving flow and q L (x L ) is the marginal distribution of the final state of the flow with L measure preserving transformations,
for every initial distribution q 0 and ||q L (x) − π(x)|| T V is decreasing in L.
Proof. see appendix
Variational Inference in MPFs
As we discussed in Section 2.2, one important application of variational inference (VI) is to train latent variable models (LVMs) by maximising the marginal likelihood of data. In particular, VI uses the KL divergence as the distance metric between model distribution p θ and approximate distribution q φ . By Jensen's inequality, KL divergence is a lower bound of the marginal likelihood
This lower bound is often known as the evidence lower bound (ELBO). ELBO cannot be evaluated exactly, but it is straightforward to approximate ELBO by Monte Carlo if we can generate samples from q φ (z|x)
VI allows us to fit the model to the data by optimising the ELBO with respect to model parameter θ using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). In this section, we will explore the use of measure preserving flows as variational proposal for training LVMs.
Given the model distribution p(x, z), we construct a MPF with the stationary measure of as p(x, z)µ(r), where µ(r) can be any distribution with tractable density function and simulation of samples. Let T φ l : (z, r) → (z , r ) to be the lth measure preserving transformation (MPT) and φ l to be the parameter of T φ l . We transform (z 0 , r 1:L ) to (z L , r 1:L ) by sequentially applying L MPFs T φ1 , . . . , T φ L , that is
The composition of the transformations above forms a mapping from (z 0 , r 1:L ) to (z L , r 1:L ). We use the shorthand notation T φ for the composition of transformations (z L , r 1:L ) = T φ L • · · · • T φ1 (z 0 , r 1:L ). By the preservation of density function of MPTs (the condition (ii) in Section 3.2), we have the following equality
where the transformation from (z l−1 , r l ) to (z l , r l ) is given by T φ l as (12) .
By the preservation of Lebesgue measure by MPTs (the condition (iii) in Section 3.2), we have the following equality of density function
where φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ L ) is the parameter of q L simply because (z L , r 1:L ) as (12) . It is important to clarify the following understanding of this equality (14) . First, equation (14) implies that the density values of the initial proposal q 0 and transformed q L are identical for any (z 0 , r 1:L ) and its image (z L , r 1:L ) under the transformation T φ1 , . . . T φ L . But, this does not implies the distribution Q 0 (Z 0 , R 1:L ) and Q L (Z L , R 1:L ) are identical. In particular, Q 0 (Z 0 , R 1:L ) and Q L (Z L , R 1:L ) in general can be arbitrarily different because T can be arbitrary transformation with the determinant Jacobian equal to 1. Second, the equality (14) is only applicable to the joint density of (z L , r 1:L ). The marginal probability density q L (·) of any subset of z L , r 1 , r 2 . . . , r L can be arbitrarily different from the initial marginal density q 0 (z 0 ) and µ(r). Finally, the marginal probability q L (·) of any subset of z L , r 1 , r 2 . . . , r L is intractable to compute in general, but we are free to choose q 0 (z 0 ) L i=1 µ(r l ) be some simple distribution, e.g., Gaussian. Because the density of flow distribution is preserved, the entropy is also preserved, that is
Following (11) , it is straightforward to derive the ELBO of initial distribution q 0 as
We call the ELBO above the simple ELBO. Multiplying the density of auxiliary variables µ(r 1:L ) = L l=1 µ(r l ) in both the top and bottom of the log ratio in (16) , we have the equivalent form of L(x; θ) as
By the reparameterisation trick [14] , we can rewrite the ELBO using MPTs (12) . In particular, we reparameterise (z 0 , r 1:L ) with (z L , r 1:L ) in (17) by the sequential transformation. By the preservation of density in the stationary distribution (13) and the flow distribution (14) , we have the ELBO after reparameterization as
where we denote the reparameterization of (z 0 , r 1:L ) by (z L (φ), r 1:L (φ)) because z L and r 1:L are determined by the parameter of MPTs φ. We call the ELBO in (18) by reparameterised ELBO.
To optimise the ELBO (18), we need to compute the gradient of L(x; θ, φ) with respect to model parameter θ and flow parameter φ. It is straightforward to derive the gradient with respect to θ as
Notice that the gradient term ∂ θ H(Z L , R 1:L ) is discarded, that is simply because of the preservation of entropy of the flow (15) and ∂ θ H(Z 0 , R 1:L ) = 0. The gradient of ELBO with respect to the flow parameter φ is given by
Notice that q L depends on φ, so this gradient estimator can have high variance. This can be solved by the reparameterization trick. In particular, we reparameterize (z L , r 1:L ) by (z 0 , r 1:L ) in the density q L by the inverse of (12) . By the preservation of the flow density (14) , the gradient (20) is equivalent to
where T φ,r denotes the projection of T φ in r space and T φ,z denotes the projection of T φ in z space. Because q 0 and q do not depend on φ after reparameterisation, we can move the operator of derivative inside of integral, that gives
Obviously, the reparameterised ELBO (18) can only be as tight as the ELBO (16) with initial distribution q 0 . However, optimising the reparameterised ELBO L(x; θ, φ) may lead to faster convergence than optimising L(x; θ). Recall that by the ergodicity of MPFs, we know that the total variational distance between q L (z L ) and p(z L |x) decreases in the flow length L. In other words, q L (x L ) is guaranteed to be closer to the target p(z|x) than the initial q 0 (x 0 ).
Ergodic Lower Bound and Ergodic Inference
We proposed a reparameterised ELBO of initial distribution q 0 involved MPF parameters in last section. However, it is not hard to see that this reparameterised ELBO (18) is of limited use, because it can only be as tight as the ELBO (16) with initial approximate distribution q 0 . Moreover, the reparameterised ELBO can be less favoured than the simple ELBO, as it is more expensive to compute than the simple ELBO with q 0 . More importantly, the reparameterised ELBO cannot be arbitrarily tight because the simple ELBO cannot be. This seems to erase the benefits of using an ergodic MPF, which we know will converge to the invariant distribution, given a sufficiently long flow.
To overcome the fundamental limitation of the reparameterised ELBO, we propose a special ELBO variant which is tailored to the MPFs setting, and allows for a variational lower bound which becomes arbitrarily tight as the length of the flow grows. We call such an ELBO ergodic lower bound (ERLBO). Formally, we define ergodic lower bound as following. Definition 3.4. Given an ergodic measure preserving flow q L (z) with the invariant measure π * (z), the ergodic lower bound L(q L ) is an asymptotically tight lower bound of the integral
which means L(q L ) can be arbitrarily tight if the flow is sufficiently long, that is
The most important difference between ERLBO and the ELBO with q 0 or its reparametrisation with the transforms T φ1 , . . . , T φ L is that ERLBO can be arbitrarily tight.
To derive ERLBO, we first rewrite the reparameterised ELBO (18) as
where
Move the KL divergence to the LHS, then we have
It is straightforward to show that (23) is a lower bound of the log marginal likelihood log p θ (x) by Jensen's inequality
We denote the ELBO (24) by
It is not hard to see that L z (x; θ, φ) is a tighter lower bound than L(x; θ) (16) as
Recall that by Theorem 3 we know that the marginal q L (z L ; φ) converges to the stationary distribution p(z|x) in total variation distance monotonically in the length of the flow L. That implies the gap between L z (x; θ, φ) and the simple ELBO L(x; θ) grows in L. By the LHS of (24), we know that
. . , φ L ) denotes the L transformation parameters of the flow. It is not hard to show that
Because T φ L preserves the probability measure p(z|x) and the invariant measure is unique by the ergodicity of MPFs, this implies q L converges to p(z|x). So, the ELBO L z (x, θ, φ) becomes tighter in the length of the flow L, that is
As such, we can (in principle) train our measure-preserving flow layer-wise, and get an improved ELBO as L increases. Moreover, given that our MPF converges to the invariant distribution as L grows, it can be argued that such a greedy training procedure, while potentially suboptimal, will still converge correctly in the asymptotic limit.
Finally, it is straightforward to show L z (x, θ, φ) is an ERLBO, by the monotonic convergence of q L (·) to p(·|x) in L. Theorem 4. Given an ergodic measure preserving flow with invariant measure π, the ergodic lower bound
increases in the length of the flow L and becomes an unbiased estimator of the marginal log p(x) as L increases to infinity.
Proof. We have proved the monotonic increase of L(π; φ L ) by (25) . Because the flow is ergodic with invariant distribution p(z|x), with sufficient many transformations, q L (z) can converge to p(z|x) in total variation distance, that is lim
then we have
In the case of MPFs with finite length L < ∞, we can maximize the ERLBO with respect to φ 1:L . In particular, we define the convergence of finite MPFs as following. Definition 3.5. Consider a measure preserving flow with finite length L. If the ERLBO almost stops increasing after the lth step, that is
where is some small constant, then we say that the flow distribution q L (z L ; φ) almost converges to the invariant distribution p(z|x).
Intuitively, the convergence ofL z (x; θ, φ) implies the convergence of the flow to the invariant distribution in some sense. Formally, we define the convergence of any expectation under the flow distribution by the following proposition. Proposition 3. Let q L (z; φ) be the flow distribution of an ergodic measure preserving flow with invariant measure π * (z). The expectation of some measurable function f
converges as the length of the flow L increases if and only if
Proof. The convergence of E q L [f (z)] in the length of the flow means the difference
Unfortunately, the ERLBO is intractable to compute because the marginal density of q L (z L ; φ) is intractable to compute. However, it is easy to see that if q L (z L ; φ) can converge faster to p(z|x) as with L transformations, the entropy H(
what we actually want is to optimise the convergence rate of the flow, rather than the ERLBO, which is simply a proxy loss for the convergence of the flow. We call such a inference method ergodic inference (EI). Formally, we define ergodic inference methods as following. Definition 3.6. An ergodic inference method for the simulation of a distribution P is any method optimising the parameters of measure preserving transformations of an ergodic measure preserving flow with finite (adaptive) length whose invariant distribution is P.
The idea of EI is to optimise the convergence rate of the ergodic flow, which is fundamentally different from VI. To be more specific, the most important question of VI is about how to construct variational family, but the optimal choice of variational family is determined by your target distribution. In contrast, the ergodic flow is always tailored for the target and there is a guarantee of convergence to the target. Because of this, the core of EI is on the optimisation on the convergence rate of ergodic measure preserving flows.
Intuitively, the optimal flow parameter φ * 1:L = (φ * 1 , . . . , φ * L ) is the collection of the parameters of each transformation in the flow that optimise the convergence rate of the flow distribution q L (z L ) to p(z|x). Formally, let Φ be the space of flow parameters and the family of the flow distribution is defined as Q L = {q L (z; φ)|φ ∈ Φ}. The optimal flow parameter φ * is specified by the flow distribution q L (z; φ * ) that is the closest to the invariant distribution in total variation distance, that is
As mentioned previously, the total variation distance is intractable to compute because it requires the supremum of the difference over all possible measurable sets. As we have shown, ERLBO is an alternative loss function for the convergence of the flow to its invariant distribution. But ERLBO is also intractable to compute. However, any expectation of any tractable measurable function f under q L is tractable to compute and can be used as a proxy function to optimise the convergence. A natural choice of f would be the invariant measure density function p(x, z), that is
which is essentially the ERLBO without the entropy of q L . Following Proposition 3, the convergence of L(x; θ, q 0 ) implies
is the invariant distribution of the flow. Although the convergence of L(x; θ, q L ) is not a sufficient condition for the convergence of the entropy of q L , we claim that L(x; θ, q L ) is a useful proxy for convergence to the invariant measure.
Assume with the initial distribution q 0 is fixed and
with the loss function L(x; θ, q L ), the optimal flow parameter φ * is approximated bŷ
has highest value inL z . The assumption on q 0 (26) is important, because it is the sufficient condition for
The gradient ofL z (x; θ, φ) with respect to the model parameter θ is the same as the gradient ∂ θ L(x; θ, φ) (19) . But, the gradient ofL z (x; θ, φ) with respect to the flow parameter φ
does not depend on the sequence of output momenta r 1:L . This is a key difference from ∂ φ L(x; θ, φ) (21) . This is an important advantage of optimisingL z (x; θ, φ) over L(x; θ, φ). In particular, intuitively the variance of the term L l=1 µ(T φ,r (z 0 , r 1:l )) in (21) grows with the length of the flow L and the gradient of L(x; θ, φ) with respect to φ can be dominated by this auxiliary term when the flow is long. In contrast, if we optimiseL z (x; θ, φ), there is no such a problem of increasing variance of gradient with the length of the flow. Because of the ergodicity of MPFs, the longer the flow is the closer the gradient ∂ θLz (x; θ, φ) can be to the true gradient ∂ θ log p(x; θ).
Hamiltonian Measure Preserving Flows
HMC is one of most popular MCMC methods in machine learning research. In this section, we present a specific measure preserving flow that is closely related to Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC). Hamiltonian dynamics are well known as measure preserving dynamical system [23] . The original name of HMC is Hybrid Monte Carlo, because it exploits deterministic simulation of Hamiltonian dynamics in the stochastic Markov transition kernel to construct ergodic Markov chains.
Definition
Let x ∈ R n be the random variable that we want to simulate. HMC requires evaluating the unnormalized density function p * (x) and its gradient. Given an auxiliary random variable r ∈ R n following distribution µ(r), by construction the stationary distribution of HMC chain is π(x, r) = p(x)µ(r). In HMC literature, x and r are often known as potential and momentum variables and the negative log probabilities of x and r are called the potential energy and kinetic energy functions
The total Hamiltonian energy is defined as
A Hamiltonian dynamic is a dynamical system in phase space (x, r), which is defined aṡ
whereẋ denotes the derivative of x w.r.t. time t. Hamiltonian dynamics preserve the total Hamiltonian energy H(x, r), in particulaṙ
We denote the state of the HMC chain at step l by x l . The simulation of HMC kernel K HMC (x l , x l+1 ) can be divided into two steps. First, initialise the the position variable as the previous state of the chain x(0) = x l and sample the momentum r(0) from µ(r). Then, simulate the Hamiltonian dynamics (27) for a period of time t and return the state of Hamiltonian dynamics as new state of the HMC chain, that is x l = x(t). The distribution µ(r) is typically Gaussian with zero mean and covariance matrix Σ. Hamiltonian dynamics of time period t forms a smooth map from (x(0), r(0)) to (x(t), r(t)). We denote this mapping as H :
It is well-known that the mapping H of Hamiltonian dynamics is a measure-preserving transformation. It is straightforward to verify this using the three conditions of measure preserving transformations in Section 3.2. First, H is a bijective map because it is deterministic and the state x is unique at all t. Second, the target measure p * (x) is preserved, because of the preservation of Hamiltonian energy. Given any initial state (x(0), r(0)), the density function p(x, r) is constant w.r.t t. That implies the equality p * (x(0), r(0)) = p * (x(t), r(t)) for any t ∈ R. It is well known that the simulation time t has great influence of the distance between x(0) and x(t) in HMC [22] . Finally, the volume preservation of H in the phase space is a well known property of Hamiltonian dynamics, that can be proved by Liouville's theorem [18, 22] . That implies Lebesgue measure is preserved by the transformation H. In HMC, the Hamiltonian dynamics are approximated by numeric integrators. The most popular integrator in HMC is Leapfrog algorithm. Neal [22] shows that Leapfrog integrator preserves the volume exactly, because it is a composition of shear transformations. Recall that shear transformations preserve Lebesgue measure, so Leapfrog integrator also preserves Lebesgue measure.
Because we are only interested in the state of x(t) by H, we can simply ignore the momentum r(t) and denote the projection of H in the space of z by f r : R n → R n . We call f r Hamiltonian measure preserving transformation (HMPT). Following Proposition 1, it is straightforward to show the marginal π(x) is preserved by f r . Proposition 4. If the transformation H : R 2n → R 2n produced by Hamiltonian dynamics preserves the measure π * (x)µ(r), then the projection of H in the space of x,
preserves the marginal distribution
We define the Hamiltonian measure preserving flows by simply reparameterised HMC chains. In particular, given any initial state x 0 , the final output from the composition of L HMC kernels,
is exactly the same as the composition of HMPTs f r1 , . . . , f r L , that is
where r l is sampled from µ. It is straightforward to interpret the HMC transition kernel K HMC (x, x ) as HMPT as following: first, sample a deterministic HMPT f r , . . . , f r L by sampling the momentum
then generate x l = f r l (x l−1 ). Generalise this to L-step HMC chains, we have L-step HMPF as (29) and the complete generative procedure is as following
(30c)
Implementation of HMPFs for Deep Generative Models
The parameters of HMPFs includes the parameters of initial distribution q 0 and the transformation parameter in the Hamiltonian simulation φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ L ). A natural choice of q 0 is independent Gaussian distribution with mean µ = (µ 1 . . . , µ n ) and variance σ 2 = (σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 n ), where n is number of dimensions of the sample space. The most popular simulation algorithm of Hamiltonian dynamics H in HMC is the vanilla Leapfrog integrator. We refer to the tutorial of Neal [22] for more detailed description of the implementation of Leapfrog algorithm. The Leapfrog algorithm is a numeric integrator, that approximate the Hamiltonian dynamics (27) by iterative procedure with discretized time ∆t, that is
As we mentioned previously, the flow parameters φ of the transformation H is the total Hamiltonian simulation time T . Consider fixed number Leapfrog iterations m, the simulation time T can be reparameterised as the time step size ∆t = T /m. Neal [22] shows that it is possible to use different ∆t for each dimension of the sample space to improve the simulation quality of Leapfrog, so we consider the flow parameter the lth Hamiltonian simulation in the flow as φ l = (∆t l,1 , . . . , ∆t l,n ). 
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It is worth clarifying here that we do not include Metropolis-Hastings (MH) correction steps in our method, and moreover, that it is not necessary to. One reason for this is that the MH steps are included in MCMC methods to ensure asymptotic convergence to the correct target. In contrast, we are operating in the finite-length regime, and are not concerned with generating perfectly-unbiased samples -we simply want the MPF to be as close to the target measure as possible, and it is not immediately clear that MH steps would help with this. Another (more practical) reason for this is to simplify the procedure for calculating gradients of the ELBO. In practice, we find that MPFs can converge very well by simply reducing scale of discretised time step compensating with more Leapfrog iterations. See the results in Section 6.2.
For an overview of the implementation details, we present the computational graph of the simulation of HMPFs in Figure 1 and the pseudo code of ergodic inference on HMPFs in Algorithm 1.
Related Work
The recent interest in training deep generative models has been a great motivation for efficient stochastic inference methods on large scale datasets. Many promising results come from hybrid inference methods that combine MCMC and variational inference, which has attracted increasing attention. Salimans et al. [29] proposed an interesting idea to achieve tighter variational lower bound by constructing flexible approximate distribution from MCMC chains. Following this idea, they proposed an elegant variational method called Hamiltonian variational Inference (HVI). Because it is intractable to compute the marginal probability of the last state of HMC chain, they attempted to use the distribution of all the states x 0:L of HMC chains as the variational approximate distribution. However, the variational lower bound is intractable to compute because the reverse probability of HMC kernel p(x l |x l−1 ) in variational lower bound. To overcome this problem, they approximate p(x l |x l−1 ) by an auxiliary distribution r(x l |x l−1 ). Although HVI shows improvements in performance over VAEs, the approximation of p(x l |x l−1 ) limits the potential of their method. One attractive feature of HVI is that the step size of Leapfrog integrator and covariance matrix of momentum variables in HMC are optimised as part of the variational parameters. However, HVI ignores the ergodicity of Hamiltonian dynamics. This greatly limited the power of HVI. In particular, Salimans et al. [29] only considered one step HMC with 16 leapfrog steps. Because the loss function of HVI is based on ELBO in the joint space of position variable and the whole sequence of momentum variables, that is similar to the reparameterised lower bound in Section 3.5. It is not hard to show that the longer the HMC chain is the looser the ELBO can be. This is one of reasons why HVI cannot use very long HMC chains. As we discussed in Section 3.6, the true power of ergodic MC is the asymptotic convergence as the length of the chains increases. So, the approximation power of HVI is much limited compared with HMPFs. This is verified in our experiment.
Hoffman [13] proposed an appealling alternative solution to the problem in HVI without introducing auxiliary approximation. The idea is to use a Monte Carlo estimation of the marginal likelihood by averaging over samples from HMC chains, that are initialized by variational distribution. Han et al. [10] proposed a very similar framework using Metropolis-adjusted Langevin dynamics. This idea is very similar to contrastive divergence in [11] , where the intractable gradient of the partition function is estimated by Gibbs sampling. There are two drawbacks of such methods. First, they rely on the assumption of MCMC chain effectively drawing samples from the posterior with relatively short simulations of the Markov chains. Second, unlike HVI, they do not adapt the parameters in MCMC methods based variational lower bound or the model parameters. Especially, Hoffman [13] mentioned that U-turn sampler (NUTS), an adaptive variant of HMC for the number of Hamiltonian steps, is too complicated to implement in tensorflow. [22] pointed out that HMC is very sensitive to the choice of Leapfrog step size and number of leaps. In the case of training DGMs, it is not realistic to expect HMC with parameter tuning based on simple heuristics can work well on complex models when the model parameters keep updating during variational inference. The results in [13] show that the HMC-based gradient estimation of the posterior does not lead to significant improvement in the variational lower bound.
Normalizing flows (NFs), first proposed by Rezende and Mohamed [25] in the context variational inference with two specific types: planar flows and radial flows. Because the framework of NFs is very flexible, which does not restrict architecture of the encoder networks with the decoder networks, it becomes very popular in recent research of variational inference. However, there are constraints on the NNs in NFs. In particular, the NNs must be invertible functions with tractable Jacobian to compute variational lower bound. The computation of their Jacobian should also be efficient. This makes greatly restrict the expressiveness of NFs. To develop powerful NFs that can work well in high dimensional space, Kingma et al. [16] proposed a specific NF called Inverse Autoregressive Flow (IAF) based on based on an autoregressive neural network. Dinh et al. [6] proposed Non-linear Independent Component Estimation (NICE) that is a special type of NF preserving the volume.
Although the estimation of variational lower bound of HMPFs is the same of NFs, the construction of HMPFs is fundamentally different from all of these NFs. HMPFs is exactly equivalent to ergodic Markov chains, which are built on the Hamiltonian measure preserving transformations not belonging to any family of closed-form functions. In contrast, NFs are based on NNs, which are compositions of closed-form non-linear functions. Aforementioned, the potential issue of NN-based inference is that there is no guarantee of convergence to target distributions. For this reason, most work in NFs is focused on engineering specific NNs to gain more representation power to be able to approximate complex posteriors. There is no need for such engineering in HMPFs, because the ergodicity of Markov chain guarantees the convergence to target distribution. It is straightforward to make HMPFs closer to the target by adding more transformations. We have discussed the advantage of MPFs over NFs in Section 3.3 in detail. In a short summary, MPFs are much more flexible than NFs for three reasons. First, the deterministic transformations used in MPFs does not need to preserve the volume in the sample space of interest. Second, the transformations in MPFs are highly complex, like Hamiltonian dynamics, which does not have tractable form. The last and most important reason is the ergodicity of MPFs guarantees the converges to the distribution of interest in total variation distance and the convergence is monotonic in the length of the flow.
Experiments
We provide empirical evidence of HMPFs in three inference tasks. In particular, we want to demonstrate that HMPFs can provide better approximations to the target distribution than other variational inference methods. The advantage of HMPFs over MCMC methods is more from the computational perspective and adaptation of the parameters rather than quality of approximation.
Configuration of HMPFs
The HMPFs in all the experiments share the following common configuration. The initial distribution of HMPF q 0 (x) is given by independent Gaussian N (µ, σ 2 ), where σ 2 = (σ 2 1 , . . . , σ 2 n ) is the vector of variance. We implement Hamiltonian measure preserving transformation (HMPT) f r using vanilla Leapfrog integrator for simulating Hamiltonian dynamics H and independent Gaussian momentum variable r. The implementation of Leapfrog algorithm follows the tutorial of Neal [22] . The momentum variables in each HMPT are independent and the each momentum variable has different variance. We consider separate step size = ( 1 , . . . , n ) for each dimension of x. Neal [22] shows that tuning leapfrog step size per dimension in HMC is equivalent to tuning the variance vector of momentum variables. So, we generate momentum variables from standard normal and assign an independent Leapfrog step size l for each HMPT f l . The number of iterations in Leapfrog integrator is a fixed parameters based manual tuning. We found that 5 to 10 Leapfrog iterations are often good enough. More Leapfrog steps than that do not give better results. This is consistent with the practice of tuning HMC [22] . The intuitive explanation to this is that because Hamiltonian dynamics often have strong oscillation, the longer simulation does not lead to further exploration in sample space.
Demonstration of Convergence
To verify the theoretical results on the convergence of MPFs in Section 3.6, we test HMPFs on 8 complex bivariate distributions. The full list of benchmark distributions and results are included in the appendix. Here, we focus on two multimodal benchmarks. The first testing target distribution is a bimodal moon shaped distribution as shown in Figure 2a . We call this target dual moon. Dual moon has been used in the experiments in [26] to demonstrate the representation power of normalising flows. We pick this test target because it is not only multimodal but also the support of the majority mass is non-convex. Although the normalisation constant of dual moon is unknown, it is not hard to evaluate using numeric integration. The section testing target is a mixture of 6 Gaussian place in a circle. We specifically place modes far enough from others, so there is a low density barrier between the modes. It can be seen clearly in Figure 2b . We use 15 HMPTs with 5 Leapfrog steps. The architecture detail of HMPFs is in Section 6.1. The initial Leapfrog step size is close to 0 and the initial q 0 is standard normal. We estimate the gradient by generating 1000 samples from HMPFs per training iteration. To have a direct and intuitive illustration of the convergence of HMPFs on the targets, we show the histogram of 100000 samples after each HMPT every 10 training iterations, that is shown as Figure 4 . The results clearly verifies the convergence of the flow to the target distribution in total variation distance. In particular, HMPFs nearly perfectly approximate all the modes and the shape of the modes on both targets. More importantly, ergodic inference works very well here to accelerate the convergence rate of the flow. On both targets, the HMPF converges to the target in around 5 transformations after training. This is clearly demonstrated by Figure 4 . From the top row of histograms in Figure 4a and Figure 4b , it is easy to see that, the flow distribution with initial parameters is close to the initial Gaussian distribution even after 15 HMPTs. In contrast, as shown in the bottom rows in Figure 4a and Figure 4b , the flow converges to the target distributions in almost 5 HMPTs. In particular, the Gaussian circular mixture is very challenging to sample because it has 6 isolated modes with the sample weight. It is difficult to visually distinguish the histograms of the well-trained HMPF from the histograms with the histograms of perfect samples in Figure 2 even with after a few transformations. It verifies that the HMPF converges very fast to these multi-modal target nearly perfectly. In particular, for the circular Gaussian mixture target, HMPFs can only cover all the models but also the relative weight of each mode. To verify Theorem 4 on the convergence of ERLBO, we compute ERLO (24) by sample-based entropy approximation for the entropy of q L . It is straightforward to compute the ground truth of the partition of dual moon by numeric integration. The density function of Gaussian mixture target is normalised, so its log partition is equal to 0. As shown in Figure 3 , for both target distributions the ERLBO grows monotonically in the length of the flow and becomes very tight to the true normalising constant. It is worth to clarify that there is no MH correction steps in HMPFs. So, this is an empirical evidence of that MH steps are not necessary in practice for HMPFs to approximate complex target distribution well.
Deep Generative Models
MNIST dataset is a standard benchmark for testing approximate inference on deep generative models. MNIST contains 60,000 grey level 28 × 28 images of handwritten digits. For fair comparison with the results from other work, we use 10,000 prebinarised MNIST test images from [4] 1 .
Our benchmark deep generative model is based on the deconvolutional network used by Salimans et al. [29] for testing Hamiltonian variational inference (HVI). In particular, the decoder p(x, z) consists of 32 dimensional latent variables z with isotropic Gaussian prior p(z) = N (0, I) and the likelihood of MNIST image p(x|z) is defined by a deconvolutional networks with the architecture from top to bottom including a single fully-connected layer with 500 RELU hidden units, then three deconvolutional layers with 5 × 5 filters, [16, 32, 32] feature maps and RELU activation and the final output layer is simply element-wise logistic activation function that represents the probability of binary-valued pixels. In the convolutional VAE, the encoder and decoder have the symmetric architecture, but the encoder uses three convolutional layers with stride 2 rather than deconvolutonal layers.
Because the code of HVI from [29] is not released, we implemented the encoder and decoder network used in [29] to avoid the effect of different implementation to the results. With our implementation of the convolutional VAE, we train the convolutional VAE using Adam [15] optimiser with learning rate 2 × 10 −4 with exponential learning rate decay 0.95 every 10 epochs. After 3000 training epochs, the marginal likelihood on the test dataset with our implementation of convolutional VAE is similar to the number reported in [29] . See that in Table 1 . This verifies that our implementation of convolutional VAE is correct and comparable to the experiments of HVI [29] . We also implemented HVI following the architecture in [29] , where the initial distribution a Gaussian distribution with the mean and variance output from the encoder network from convolutional VAE and 1 HMC step with 16 Leapfrog steps. In [29] there is no clear specification on the architecture of the reverse network for modelling the inverse of Hamiltonian dynamics. We use a single hidden layer network with 640 hidden units with RELU activation as the reverse network. We also implement another VI method similar to HVI called Hamiltonian variational encoder (HVAE) from [5] . There are two key differences between HVAE and HVI. First, the reverse distribution of Hamiltonian dynamics in HVAE is given by the stationary distribution rather than a neural network. Second, HVAE uses tempering Hamiltonian dynamics that requires additional Jacobian correction [5, 22] . In our implementation of HVAE, we simply ignore the temperature for computational efficiency.
Encoders
Training hours Training Epochs Test log(x) ESS Conv VAE(n h =300) [29] ---83.20 -HVI(1HMPF-16LF, n h =800, conv-encoder) [29] ---81.94 -HVAE(1HMPF-20LF, n h = 300, conv-encoder) [ For fair comparison, we implement the deconvolutional decoder network in [29] to test HVI. The result of VAE using convolutional Gaussian encoder reported in [29] (the top row), that is close to the result of our implementation. n h refers to the number of hidden units in the fully connected layers in the encoder or decoder. In [29] , the test likelihood is estimated using importence-weighted samples from the encoder network. In our experiment, we more reliable marginal estimation based on 100 Hamiltonian annealled importance sampling (HAIS) [33] . Our marginal estimation is reasonably reliable, because the effective sample size (ESS) of HAIS samples is around 50 out of 100 samples.
For HMPF encoder, we use 30 HMPTs with 5 Leapfrog steps per HMPT. The initial distribution q 0 is 32 dimensional independent Gaussian. More detailed description of the architecture of HMPFs is in Section 6.1. We optimise the HMPF encoder and the decoder jointly using Adam with learning rate 2 × 10 −4 . The total training time of both VAE and HMPF is fixed to 6 hours. The result is shown Table 1 . The marginal likelihood of HMPFs is comparable with other methods, that is shown in Table  2 .
Methods
Decoder Layers
Test log(x) ≥ Test log(x) ≈ VAE BASELINE [14] 1 -90.14 -VGP [ Table 2 : The variational lower bound and marginal likelihood on MNIST reported from the papers and our method. The decoders, the evaluation of variational lower bounds and estimated marginals are different amongs the methods, so we do not recommend direct comparison of numbers. We estimate the marginal likelihood of HMPFs is estimated by 100 samples generated from importance weighted samples using Hamiltonian anealled importance sampling [33] averaged over 10000 test images.
We also tested the same decoder with HMPFs and convolutional encoder on dynamically binarised Fashion-MNIST [34] . The results of reconstruction, generation and log likelihood can be found in Figure 7 , Figure 8 and Table 3 . Figure 5 : Random generated images on fashion MNIST. There is no significant visaul difference in the generated images.
Bayesian Neural Networks
In our final experiment, we approximate the posterior distribution of Bayesian neural networks. We use four UCI datasets and compare HMPFs with relevant SGHMC methods from [31] . The NNs in this experiments has 50 hidden layers and 1 real valued output. The HMPFs we used contains 50 HMC steps with 3 Leapfrog steps. The initial distribution of the flow is independent Gaussian with Figure 7 : Random generated images on fashion MNIST. It is clear that VAE generates many fashion articles that can almost fill up the whole image, like tops, bags and shirts. In contrast, the generation from the generative model trained using HMPF can generate much diverse products in different size and shapes, like shoes, pants and skirts. Table 3 : The comparison of log marginal likelihood on fashion MNIST between convolutional VAE and HMPFs. The marginal likelihood of both methods are evaluated using the start-of-the-art marginal estimation method, Hamiltonian annealed important sampling (HAIS). The reported number is over 100 HMC chains and the setting of HAIS is the same for both methods. We also evaluate HMPFs with different setting of HAIS that gives higher effective sample size (ESS), but the result of test log likelihood is roughly the same.
mean and variance pretained using Adam. We train HMPFs for 200 iterations that takes around 2 minutes. The results are in Table 4 . 
Method/Dataset
Summary
In this work, we propose a novel general variational inference framework that is inspired by parallel simulations of MCMC chains with stochastic state. The proposed method achieved state-of-the-art results on standard benchmarks. Different from most previous work combining HMC and variational inference, our methods are enjoying the same asymptotic convergence as HMC methods, because there is no bias in parametric approximations in computing the variational lower bound. Compared with NN-based variational inference, our method is much easier to use and more general. For future work, it will be very interesting to study the convergence rate of HMPFs to the target distribution with the increasing number of Hamiltonian simulations. With the proposed methods, recent Riemannianmanifold HMC methods [8, 35] on probabilistic manifolds can be used in variational inference.
A Proof of Convergence of Measure Preserving Flows
Proof. As stated in the theorem, the measure preserving flow is ergodic with invariant distribution π(x)µ( ). By Proposition 1, we know that the preservation of the joint distribution π(x)µ( ) implies the preservation of the marginal π(x). Therefore, the flow is ergodic in the space of x with invariant distribution π(x). Then, the monotonic convergence of flow marginal q L (x) to π(x) in total variation simply follows Theorem 2 and Proposition 2.
B The Increase of ERLBO
The difference of ERLBO in each MPT T L is given by dL z (x; θ, φ 1:L ) = L z (x; θ, φ 1:L ) − L z (x; θ, φ 1:L−1 )
where Q L denotes Q L (Z L , R 1:L ) andQ L denotes Q L (Z L ) L l=1 µ(R l ). The KL divergence can be written as the integral
q L (z L , r 1:L ; φ)dz L dr 1:L .
Given (z L , r L ) is generated by deterministic transformation T that preserves Lebesgue measure in the phase space, so we have the equality q L (z L , r 1:L ) = q L−1 (z L−1 , r 1:L−1 )µ(r L ).
Using the reparameterisation (z L , r L ) = T (z L−1 , r L ), we can rewrite the second KL term in (31) 
where q L (z L , r L ; φ) is essentially q L−1 (z L−1 ; φ)µ(r L ) by changing variables 
